Complete automated turnkey solutions for medium to large-scale hubs

Flexible solutions for parcel handling and sortation

- State-of-the-art, proprietary technology
- Handles a wide variety of items smoothly and gently
- Several product lines processed on the same equipment
Integrated solutions based on cutting-edge technology

Automated sortation systems enable high speed operation in material handling facilities, improving product handling, minimizing sorting errors, optimizing required work force, and enhancing labor conditions.

Fives’ integrated systems are based on advanced technology and software solutions developed in-house, along with service packages customized to support each facility during the life-cycle of the installation.

Fives’ high capacity solutions integrate one or more sorters combined with conveying lines, singulation, and data capture systems that incorporate OCR recognition and video coding, certified weighing and volume measurement, as well as software solutions to monitor and manage material flows.